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SOME NINETEENTH CENTURY RECORDS OF LUNAR TRANSIENT PHENOMENA 

~: R. M. Baum, Chester, England 

Foreword £y ~· Mr. R. M. Baurn, a longtime contributor to this journal and others, 
directs attention to several records of "lunar transient phenomena" which he has found in 
perusing old volumes of The English Mechanic. We take pleasure in passing these along to 
our readers. The observations cited must be the more interesting because of current inter
est in unusual events on the moon, though evaluating the reports must necessarily be sub
jective. Our A.L.P.O. Secretary, Mr. David P. Barcroft, has a complete set of The English 
Mechanic in his personal library. In the extracts here quoted lunar east and west are used 
in the older, classical sense, where west is the hemisphere of the Mare Crisium. 

M. CRISIUM: Cloud West of , 
Report from THE ENGLISH MECHANIC AND WORLD OF SCIENCE. Vol. XXXV. (1882). 

(i) No. 899 (Friday, June 16, 1882). Page 326. Extract from Letter 20152. 
"•••••• Jno. G. Jackson, of Hockessin, Del., writes that on the eve of the 19 inst. 
while observing the moon with a six-inch reflector, he saw, Just over the western edge 
of the Mare Crisium, a peculiar cloud, not less than 100 miles long by 40 or 50 wide, 
presenting a misty feathery appearance, unmistakably different from other portions of 
the surface. The cloud was seen by several friends in the observatory. On the fol
lowing evening the cloud seemed to have been dissipated ••• •" 
1018, Wood-st., Phila., Pa., May 26. M. Herbert Bridle. 

(ii) No. 899 {Friday, June 16, 1882). Page 326. Extract from Letter 20151. 
BLast evening {May. 19th) on observing the moon's slender crescent, about two days 

old, I was struck with a very peculiar appearance on the westerly side of the Mare 
Crisium, just on, or immediately within, the dark of the 'terminator'. 

"It seemed a curved feathery mist or cloud lying just over the edge of the 1Mare 1 , 

and against the spur or range of mountains bounding the westerly side of the great 
valley. It seemed to be divided longitudinally by a faint dark line, and looked not 
unlike a feather. It must have been more than 100 miles long, by 40 or 50 miles wide. 

"The definition was excellent, and I watched it for nearly an hour, showing it 
to several friends. In colour and appearance it was so strikingly different from the 
other illuminated parts, and so different from anything else I have ever seen on the 
moon, that I scarcely think it possible to be mistaken in its vapoury character." 
Sunset Cottage, Hockessin, Del., U.S.A., May 20. J. G. Jackson. 

"P.S. of May 21.- Last evening I had most excellent definition, but the mist 
could not be seen, only the faint dark line at C. The question arises. Did the fog 
come from out that long crevice, and have the advancing rays of the lunar morning sun 
dispelled it?" 

M. CRISIUM: Cloud West of , (I) 
ENGLISH MECHANIC AND WORLD OF SCIENCE. Vol. XXXV (1882). Friday, August 4, 1882. Pp. 497-
498. 

Letter 20334.- (Extracts) 
'~ast evening (July 17) I again saw 'feathery mist or cloud on the moon,' the 

same as written of in letter 20151, of May 2oth, as then seen on May 19th. It lay, as 
then, on the terminator, just over the westerly edge of the Mare Crisium against the 
Promontorium Agarurn, and seemed to extend itself longitudinally, parallel with the Pro
montory, of height apparently equal or greater than the mountain range, partially ob
scuring the mountains from view. 

·~ notion now is that the cloud forms at that place during the lunar night of 
every lunation, and can only be seen on one particular evening about 60 hours {more 
or less) after conjunction (new Moon) just as the rays of the sun, rising over the 
mountains of the Promontory, become sufficient to illuminate the mist, and yet the in
creasing warmth of the lunar mountain has not had time to dispel it. 

"The fact that the moon is then but a slender crescent, necessarily low in the 
haze of the horizon, and seen but an hour or so before setting, must be the only rea
son why it has not been more frequently observed. 

"I missed it, on account of clouds in our own horizon, after the New Moon in June, 
and only caught it through the rifts last evening, but quite sufficiently to be sure 
of the presence of the phenomenon, as above described, and to be confirmed in the im
pression formerly had of the extent and importance of the appearance as indicative of 
the present physical condition of the moon. 
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"During the old age of last moon, I watched the same lunar region, with the ter
minator at the same place, as the sun was setting upon it; but no mist or cloud was 
seen. The Mare Crisium, however, with the setting sun shining horizontally across 
it, showed a different formation from what had previously appeared from the other 
side; for the/ bottom of the Mare did neither run in horizontally, abutting against 
the base of the Promontory, nor rise against it by what might be called 1foothills 1 ; 

but there seemed to be a roll of land in the Mare parallel with the Promontory, and 
between the two a deep dark gulf; from which conjecture might indicate comes volcan
ically the 1misty cloud' under discussion. 

"Allow me to add, in conclusion, that the moon's orbit was less inclined south
ward in May that at this time; and the moon consequently remained much longer above 
the horizon than now •••••• " 
Hockessin, Delaware. July 18. J. G. Jackson. 

"P.S. of July 19th.- I caught view of the moon again last evening through rifts 
of cloud; but the Terminator had moved rapidly forward. The sun was shining full 
and clear over the 'Promontorium Agarum1 and the plain of the 'Mare•. No vestige of 
the mist remained.- J.G.J. 
P.s. of July 21st.- Observations of the 'Promontorium Agarum1 continued, seem to show 
on the slope of the Promontory next the 'Mare' what looks like long, narrow openings, 
not noticed a month ago, at which time it was carefully observed. I am much impres
sed with the idea that volcanic action is constantly going on in that vicinity •••• • 

J • G. J • 
Mr. Baum further wrote in a letter dated April 24, 1966: 

·~ilst scouting through this same volume of the ENGLISH MECHANIC, I have also 
come upon a reference to observations upon the floor detail of Ftolemaeus by Stanley 
Williams, which indicate that observers of the day suspected the presence of an ob
scuring medium in this area. No specific details are given, except for a reference 
to an observation in 1866 when detail was seen, and then not seen. 

"Incidentally, this preoccupation with lunar observation of the past has fur
ther brought to light another, and as I see it, overlooked report of the red glow a
bout Lichtenberg; SELENOGRAPHICAL JOURNAL, Vol. V., No. 56, Sept., 1882, brief note 
on page 70, and repeated on page 87. 'The region near Lichtenberg. Neisen was un
able to detect the reddish tint seen by Midler here, but in 1882 it is described by 
Klein as conspicuous.• As the subject of these red glows has been enhanced through 
the Lowell reports in respect of Aristarchus, this further reference may not be with
out interest, if only to document further the existing record. 

"MNRAS, VIII, 3, January 14, 1848, page 55, there is to be found inscribed a 
description of a self-luminous spot upon the dark side of the moon located about 5' 
below the real north point and near the following limb. The date of the account was 
1847, Dec. 11, at 6 p.m., the observer Hodgson, the instrument an achromatic of 5 
foot f.l., x50 and 80. One fascinating point •••• •it varied in intensity like an in
termittent light, was at all times visible.'" 

OBSERVING LUNAR DOMES 

(An Alternative to Lunar Birdwatching) 

By: Kenneth J. Delano, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

A professional astronomer is quoted in the British Astronomical Association's per
iodical "THE MOON" as saying: 11The amateur should face the possibility that lunar obser
vations from the surface of the earth will eventually be reduced to about the same category 
and importance as terrestrial birdwatching." The unidentified professional goes on to say: 
"The amateur should concentrate on areas where photographs either fail or leave off. I be
lieve the study of domes will probably have the greatest long-range value."l 

The lunar domes become recognizable only when the sun is just rising or setting on 
them, and for that reason our best lunar photographs clearly show only a few. Furthermore, 
even when the forthcoming lunar orbiters are put to use in making a photographic survey of 
the moon, many domes will remain unrevealed because of unfavorable solar illumination at 
the time the orbiter is overhead and able to photograph their locations. 

On earth the astronomer can search for lunar domes along the entire terminator so 
long as the moon remains well above his horizon. He need not confine himself only to times 
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Figure l. Three lunar 
domes north of Orus. Kenneth 
J. Delano. February 8, 1966. 
3hom, U.T. 12.5-inch reflec
tor. 300X. Seeing 3. Trans
parency 5. Colongitude 120~6. 

In Figures l-4 lunar 
south is at the top, and 
lunar west (IAU sense) is 
at the right. See also dis
cussion by Mr. Delano in 
text. 

Figure 2. Lunar 
domes near Crozier. 
Kenneth J. Delano. 
December 11, 1965. 
5h15m, U.T. 12.5-
inch reflector. 
300X. Seeing 7. 
Transparency 3-4. 
Colongitude 124~4. 
See also text. 



when seeing conditions are good enough for photographic purposes. Thus the visual observer 
has a better chance of discovering a greater number of domes in a shorter length of time 
than can either ear.th-based or lunar orbiter photography. 

It may prove very desirable to have as complete a catalog of domes as possible from 
the very outset of lunar exploration by astronauts. Although the origin of lunar domes is 
not yet known, they are strictly of an interior origin, not exterior. As a result, the 
very presence of a dome may indicate the nature of the surface and near-surface of the sur
rounding area once a few such dames have been visited by astronauts. It has also been sug
gested that lunar domes may be largely cavernous in their interiors and "would only require 
an opening to be cut in their sides to make safe, ready-made, surface bases, superior to 
the artificial plastic domes favored by many space-fiction writers,n2 others, noting a re
semblance between lunar dames and "pingoes" (permafrost upheavals found in Alaska and Can
ada) suggest that astronauts may find in the domes a more readily available source of wa
ter than the proposed plan to derive water from ordinary lunar rock. 

At the telescope, it is important to make a distinction between domes, hills, cones, 
mounds, and ridges, John E. Westfall's definition of a dome is a good one to keep in mind: 
"A discrete, regular swelling whose ratio of major axis: minor axis, when corrected for 
foreshortening, does not exceed 2:~, and whose maximum slope, not including secondary fea
tures, does not exceed 5 degrees," What is referred to as a dome complex is defined as 
"any object similar to a dome but which has two or more contiguous swellings or an irregu
larly vertical profile,n3 The accompanying drawings depict both domes and dame complexes. 
They are identified by their rectangular coordinates, xi and then eta. The letters "JC" 
before the numerals indicate a Joint Catalog dome, i.e., a dome which the ALPO and the 
British Astronomical Association agree upon. 

More observers are needed to take part in the work of the A.L,P.O. lunar dome pro
gram of locating and classifying domes. Interested persons are referred to John Westfall's 
article, "A Generic Classification of Lunar Dames", which appeared in the Jan.-Feb., 1964 
issue of THE STROLLING ASTRONOMER and which gives a good idea of the type of information 
the Lunar Dome Survey seeks ,3 

References 

1. "THE MOON," Bulletin of the Lunal' Section of the British Astronomical Association, Vol. 
14, #2, PP• 25-26. 

2. "OUR MOON," by H. P, Wilkins, wyman & Sons LTD,, London, 1954, p. 122. 

3, "STROLLING ASTRONOMER," Vol. 18, #1-2, pp. 15-20. 

Sample Observational Records by the Writer 

Figure 1 is a drawing of three domes north of Orus. Dome A (+822 -309) is a hemis
pherical dome about 8 kms, in diameter. It has a very gradual slope of only 0"44' of arc 
and a height of only 51 meters. Dome A is not drawn to scale on Figure 1 but is inten
tionally shown too large so as to be more apparent on the drawing. Westfall classifica
tion: DW/2a/5f/O. 

Dome B (+811 -315) may or may not be a true dome; I could not decide because half of 
it was concealed by the shadows of the mountain mass to its south and southwest, Besides, 
it was somewhat flat, though still dome-like. 

Dome C (+807 -310) was clearly distinct from Dome B; a strong narrow shadow separ
ated them. Dome C is larger and more evident than B, but it resembles B in having a flat 
top. However, C certainly looked like a dome. Dome C is about 17 kms. in diameter. 
There appears to be a small craterlet to its northeast• Westfall classification: DW/2a/ 
5g/O. 

Plate CLXVIIb of Kopal's Photographic Atlas of the Moon gives some indication of 
Domes A and C. The colongitude of Kopal's photograph is 118~5 so that it shows the region 
much as I saw it in the view here described. 

Figure 2 shows some domes near Crozier. Of the numerous unconfirmed domes reported 
in this area I saw only three, but all three quite distinctly, 

Dome +781 -243 is only 5 kms. in diameter, but it stood out very well, Westfall 
classification: DW/2a/5f/O. It is certainly the catalogue dome UC +781 -241. 
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Dome +777 -238 is 10 kms. in diameter, elongated north-south. It looked as if it 
might be one double dome, i.e., two 5-km. domes on a north-south line. The "feature pic
ture" in .2Jsy and Telescope's July, 1964 issue, which was taken by the 120-inch Lick tele
scope at colongitude 121~5, shows a craterlet at the east (!AU sense) base of the dome(s). 
This craterlet was not visible in this view since it was in shadow. Westfall classifica
tion: Dc~v/2d/6i/O. This dome is probably UC + 776 - 238. 

Dome +768 -236 is a 14-km. dome which stood out very prominently. This dome is very 
well shown on Plate C of Kopal's Photographic~ of the Moon, taken at colongitude 12H 5. 
Thus the~ and ~lescope "feature picture" mentioned above shows it very clearly, and it 
also shows what look like five other domes between +768 -236 and +777 -238 and perhaps two 
more north of +768 -236. I glimpsed much fine detail between +768 -236 and +777 -238, 
either hills or craterlets but no recognizable domes. The Westfall classification of +768 
-236 is: DW/2a/6f/O. 

I took considerable care in plotting these three domes shown in Figure 2, using the 
aid of Kuiper's Orthographic Atlas, Kopal's photograph, and the .2Jsy and Telescope photo
graph. 

Figure 3 is a drawing of two domes near Gutenberg.· Neither dome is yet included in 
the ALPO-BAA Joint Catalog, but both have been seen and identified as domes by more than 
one observer. 

Dome +697 -075 is a large complex dome having an east-west diameter of 21 kms. It 
is located northeast of Gutenberg and east of Lubbock. It has three summits. On the 
southeast component is a close pair of peaks or craterlets, and on the northeast slope of 
the northern component there appears to be a craterlet. The slope of this dome complex is 
gentle except for a section of the east slope of the southeast component and for a section 
of the east slope of the northern component. In general, the northern component appears 
to be a little steeper than the other two components. To the west of the southwest com
ponent there appears to be a cleft, outlining the base of the dome. Westfall classifica
tion: DCW/3d/5&6i/7&8p. 

Dome +618 -167 is a hemispherical dome about 6 kms. in diameter, located west of 
Gutenberg and north of a cleft formed by a row of craterlets (Figure 3). This dome's slope 
is steeper than that of most domes and may even exceed the five-degree maximum slope per
mitted in Mr. Westfall's definition of a dome. Westfall classification: DW/2a/6f/O. 

Figure 4 shows a dome complex north of Lohrmann A. Dome JC -900 +005 was seen as a 
dome and a half-dome separated by a fault or depression. The northern dome is hemispheri
cal with an approximately circular perimeter (if not foreshortened) and a diameter of 13 
kms. There is a small craterlet near the base of its northeast slope; and there may be 
some hillocks near the southern base, where the fault separates it from the southerly half
dome, The northern perimeter of the half-dome has more prominent hillocks running parallel 
with the fault. The westernmost hillock casts an evident ·shadow (Figure 4). There is a 
small craterlet at the east end of the fault. To the west of the domes is a rill, which 
appears to bend around the dome complex (Figure 4). 

Considered by itself, the northern dome can be classified: DW/2a/6f/7k8mp. This 
northern dome was found to have an average slope of 2•131 and a height of 290 meters. 

ON THE POSSIBILITY OF AURORAL ACTIVITY ON VENUS 

By: Joel S. Levine, Department of Meteorology and Oceanography 
and the Geophysical Sciences Laboratory, New York University 

The "ashen light" is a faint luminous glow on the unilluminated night portion of 
Venus first observed in 1643 (Moore, 1959). It has been suggested that the glow may be 
analogous to our terrestrial airglow or aurora, or is perhaps due to visible scattering 
within the atmosphere of Venus. For the period of 1959 through 1962 we collected and an
alyzed all available observations of this phenomenon - a total of 49 independent and con
firmed observations (Weinberg and Newkirk, 1961; Bartlett, 1962; Hartmann, 1962; and Hart
mann, 1963). 

We defined a Venus-sun-earth reference angle (a reference angle of o• corresponds to 
inferior conjunction with Venus on a straight line between the sun and earth; a reference 
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angle of 180• corresponds to superior conjunction). All ashen light observations were di
vided into ten degree reference angle intervals. The 49 ashen light occurrences fall in
to the reference angle intervals shown in Chart 1. 

Chart 1. Dates of ashen light occurrences divided into 10 degree intervals of Venus-sun
earth reference angle for 1959 through 1962. 

1-10° 
5 oc'CtUT'ences: 

8-16-59 
8-17-59 
3-26-61 
4- 3-61 
4- 9-61 

.ll=2Q: 
6 occurrences: 

3-11-61 
3-12-61 
3-17-61 

10-14-62 
10-20-62 

21-30° 
6 occurrences: 

7-21-59 
3- 1-61 
9-23-62 
9-29-62 
9-30-62 
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31-40° 
8 occurrences: 

6-30-59 
7- 2-59 
2- 8-61 
2-10-61 
2-13-61 
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1-10° 11-20° 21-30• 
2 oc'CiiiTences: 6 oc~ces: 6 occurrences: 

10-26-62 10-1-62 

41-20· 51-60• 61-70• 
8 occurrences: 7. occurrences: 2 occurrences: 

6-22-59 12-4-59 5-13-59 
2- 1-61 1-3-61 5-25-59 
2- 3-61 1-4-61 12-9-59 
2- 5-61 1-9-61 12-21-59 
8-23-62 1-13-61 7-22-62 
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:n-4o• 
8 occurrences 

2-18-61 
2-20-61 
2-21-61 

71-80° 
1t occurrences: 

12-30-59 
7-11-62 
7-15-62 
7-20-62 

Figure 4. Dome 
complex north 
of Lohrmann A. 
Kenneth J. Del
ano. January 5, 
1966. 2hom, 
U.T. 12.5-inch 
reflector. 300X. 
Seeing 5. Trans
parency 5. Col
ongitude 66~8 • 
See also text 
of Mr. Delano's 
article. 



~ 51-60° 61-70° 71-80° 
8 occurrences: 7 occurrences: 5 occurrences 4 occurrences: 

B-26-62 1-19-61 
8-31-62 8-6-62 
9-2-62 

We then obtained the planetary geomagnetic disturbances index, ap, for the ashen 
light occurrence day, D, and for the two consecutive days; D + 1 (24 hours later) and D + 
2 {48 hours later). We next determined the relative index of geomagnetic disturbance, 
minimizing any long-range solar effects by normalizing our data with respect to the monthly 
mean ap value. The ap values ~or each ashen light occureence within each ten degree refer
ence angle interval were summed and plotted in various combinations of D, D + 1, and D + 2 
for normalized and non-normalized data {see Figure 5). In all cases there is a pronounced 
maximum in geomagnetic disturbances for a reference angle interval of 1-10°, which corres
ponds to inferior conjunction. This maximum value at inferior conjunction is statistically 
significant for the various combinations of D, D + 1, and D + 2 for both the normalized and 
non-normalized data since the maximum geomagnetic value is greater than two standard devia
tions (2or), which implies a chance probability occurrence of less than 0.05. 

Our study has shown that we experience a maximum in geomagnetic disturbance when Ve
nus is at inferior conjunction during times of ashen light occurrence. This result is in 
direct contrast to previous studies which have shown a general decrease in geomagnetic ac
tivity at inferior conjunction for times of non-ashen light occurrence (since the ashen 
light is observed about a dozen times a year its frequency of occurrence is negligible 
when compared with its frequency of non-occurrence). (Houtgast and Van Sluiters, 1962 and 
Bigg, 1963). 

We know that in the terrestrial atmosphere increased fluxes of precipitated electrons 
are usually accompanied by increases in the geomagnetic index and that precipitation is the 
common cause of the excitation of the atmospheric constituents that emit auroral radiation 
(O'Brien, 1965). It is further beli:eved that auroral bombarding particles are solar in 
origin, although the exact nature of the sun-to-atmosphere mechanism is not known (Hess, 
Mead, and Nakada, 1965). In fact, it is generally accepted that at present there is no 
theory that can explain the acceleration of these particles and their precipitation into 
the atmosphere (O'Brien, 1965). Let us assume that a similar auroral mechanism exists on 
Venus. ( Luminescent auroral - ~ype emission has already been observed on the unlit por
tion of Venus (Sharonov, 1958) .j We would then expect a correspondence between auroral 
displays on Venus, i.e., the ashen light, and geomagnetic activity only when Venus is be
tween the sun and earth, because of the narrow and highly directional solar particle 
stream. At other times when Venus and earth are not in a straight line with respect to 
the sun, we would not expect a correspondence between auroral glow and geomagnetic activ
ity. Furthermore, times of non-ashen light occurrences may imply a minimum in the solar 
particle flux, and at inferior conjunction we would expect a general decrease in geomag
netic activity just due to the geometrical shielding effect of Venus on the solar-emitted 
particles. This is consistent with the previous studies of Houtgast and Van Sluiters 
(1962) and Bigg (1963) which have shown a general decrease in geomagnetic activity at in
ferior conjunction for non-occurrence times. 

In conclusion, this study has shown that there was a pronounced maximum in geomag
netic activity at inferior conjunction during times of ashen light occurrence during the 
1959-1962 period. This result in turn suggests an auroral origin of this glow. We are 
currently studying 1950-1959 ashen light observations to test this hypothesis. 
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Author's note - added in press 

Another explanation for the dark side emission from Venus (the ashen light) has re
cently been mentioned by J. w. Chamberlain of Kitt Peak National Observatory and R. M. 
Goody of Harvard University. They suggest the possibility that any such dark side e~is
sion from Venus may actually arise from lightning discharges near· or even below the clouds 
on Venus. In addition, Drs. Chamberlain and Goody give a selected biblioeraphy of the 
principal papers dealing with dark side emission from Venus in their article "Upper Atmos
pheres of the Planets" in ~Research - Directions for the Future, Part 1 - Planetary 
and Lunar Exploration by the Space Science Board of the National Academlf of Sciences -
National Research Council, December, 1965, pp. 96-107. 

Part II 

By: Dale P. Cruikshank, A.L.P.O. Venus Recorder 
(continued from Vol. 19, Nos. 7-S) 

Intensely white areas often appear at the cusps of Venus, especially when the phase 
value of k is between about 0.7 and 0.1. These have been termed "cusp-caps", although this 
does not connote any relationship to terrestrial-type snow polar caps. Bordering the white 
areas at the cusps are cusp collars, which are usually narrow and dark bands extending in 
from the terminator and delineating the region of the cusp-cap. See Figures 32b, 32c, 34b, 
and 34c in Vol. 19, Nos. 7-8 of Str. A. J. c. Bartlett, Jr.l,2 began a statistical treat
ment of the visibility of cusp-caps and cusp-bands, using ALPO records over the period 1944-
1956. This study has been kept up to date by the last Recorder, 1'l. K. Hartmann3; and the 
data acquired during this apparition have also been tabulated in such a way as to be compar
able with the earlier results. In Table II is a listing of these data; the first column 
was taken from references 1 and 2, and the second through the fifth columns come from re
ference 3. 

Table II 

Cusp..Cao and Cusp..Band Statistics 
1944-56 1960-61 1961 1962 1962 1963-64 

830 (Eastern) (Western) (Eastern) 22 uv (Eastern) 
Obsvtns. 212 Obsns. 85 Obsns. 344 Obsns. Photos 274 Obsns. 

South Cap 
Alone Visible 11% ll% 8% 11% 21% 12% 
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Table II (Cont.) 

usp- ap an usP- an a ~s ~cs 
1944-56 1960.:::tll 1961 1962 1962 1963-64 

830 (Eastern) (Western) (Eastern) 22 uv (Eastern) 
Obsvtns. 212 Obsns. 8~ Obsns. 344 Obsns. Photos 274 Obsns. 

c c d c B d St t• t· 

Both Caps 
Visible 35% 42% 46% 40% 26% 33% 

North Cap 
Alone Visible 7 14 7 10 32 5 

Neither Cap 
Visible 47 33 39 38 21 50 

South Cap 
Larger 59 37 28 37 33 47 

Caps Equal 
in Size 21 13 34 19 7 29 

North Cap 
Larger 20 50 38 44 60 24 

South Cap 
Brighter 29 30 34 27 25 

Caps Equal 
in Brightness 28 42 12 0 62* 

North Cap 
Brighter 42 28 53 73 13 

South Band 
Alone Visible 21 12 10 14 25 27 

Both Bands 
Visible 12 13 14 22 20 40 

North Band 
Alone Visible 4 10 8 8 20 10 

Neither Band 
Visible 63 64 68 56 35 23 

{:~he high value here results largely from the fact that Binder, who contributed 
many of the drawings, failed in all cases to indicate the intensities of the cusps, 
and in the tabulation they were therefore taken as equal. 

There are some ambiguities in determining whether certain drawings show cusp-caps 
and bands or not. While many observers are now using the scheme of intensity estimates, 
many still do not; and this circumstance makes it difficult to ascertain in some cases just 
what the brightness relation is among cusp, limb, and interior parts of the disk. It is 
for this reason that a modification of the Venus observing forms has been made so that ob
servers can check the appropriate box at the bottom of the form to indicate their impres
sions of the appearance of the cusps. This addition to the standard Venus form is shown 
in Figure 6. 

Hartmann has noted3 that even when observers make relative intensity estimates of 
the cusp-caps, their results concur little more often than would be expected by pure chance. 
This is borne out by the tabulation for this apparition, but there appears to be a small 
trend of time dependence of the appearance of the cusps. For example, up to about Febru
ary 8, 1964, the south cusp was most often visible alone; and from February 8 on the north 
cusp was often visible alone. Two other items that have influenced the statistics for this 
apparition, in addition to the one noted in the caption to Table II, are the facts that De
lano never recorded cusp-bands as such but often showed the cusp-caps and that Ricker often 
showed the north cusp brighter than the south when other observers 
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------------------------------fold here 
Dark Side: Seeing~ Conseicuousness Scale IntensitJ:: ~ 
~Nothing seen or 10 Excellent 0 nothing seen o-r---- 0 black as sky 

suspected 8 Very Good suspected (at night) 
( ) Dark side illum- 6 Good 3 nothing certain; 2 very dark 

ination suspected 4 Fair vague,,uspicious 4 dusky 
(remarks on 2 Poor 7 marking strongly 6 slightly shaded 
reverse side) 0 Useless suspected 8 very bright 

10 marking certain 10 very brightest 
t)P Extension: Cuse Caps: 

NeitheT cusp Intensity! ( ) South brighter, ( ) North 
extended ( ) North & South same 

( ) North cusp Size: ( ) South cap larger, ( ) North larger 
extended ( ) North & South same 

( ) South cusp 
extended Make any additional comments on the reverse side 

but do!!£!_ write ~ the back of the drawing itself. 

size 

Please mail to the Venus Section Recorder, (6/1/64/lK) 
Dale P. Cruikshank, Lunar and Planetary Laboratory 

University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona (85721), U.S.A, 

Figure 6. A portion of the standard Venus observation report form showing methods for 
observers to indicate their impressions of the appearance of the dark side of the plan
et and the cusp regions. This facilitates the statistical analysis of the observations. 
See also text of Mr. Cruikshank's article. 

did not agree. These and the problems of time dependence of the appearance of cusp pheno
mena will be more easily studied if observers will use the blanks provided at the bottom 
of the Venus forms as shown in Figure 6. In this connection, it is of interest to note 
that our Venus Recorder for so many years, Dr. Bartlett, mentioned in a letter to the pre
sent Recorder that the material he "had to work with in the earlier years rather precluded 
the statistical approach, It was first necessary to build up a reliable number of good ob
servations before one could think of statistics", This is still true. 

Observations of Phase and Dichotomy 

The subjects of the determination of the date of dichoto~ and of variations of phase 
have attracted much attention recently.4, 5 The results of Mr. Binder's long series of ob
servations have already been published,5 and the results of the special dichoto~ series 
of observations made by several ALPO observers were reported at the Denver convention of 
the ALPO and were published in condensed form.4 

The date of dichoto~ for this apparition as determined by the new probability-esti
mate method is April 2.4, 1964, and the predicted date from The American Ephemeris and 
Nautical Almanac is April 12.0. The magnitude of the difference (the Schroeter Effect) 
is thus 9.6 days, which is a little larger than usual, John Westfall estimated dichoto~ 
from his own observations using a least squares reduction technique (reference 4, pages 
226-228) and found it to occur on March 30.6, 1964, which is 12.4 days from predicted, 
Those observers whose results were included in the Recorder's analysis were Messrs. C. 
Ricker, K. Brasch, H. Jamieson, D. Cruikshank, c. Anderson, G, Hippen, and A. Binder. 

Reports received too late for inclusion in the original study came from A. Tronfi, 
E. J. Reese, and W. H. Haas. The dichoto~ dates derived by Binder's method for these ob
servers' reports are April 8.2, April 5.9, and April 5.0, respectively. These values are 
all later than the average noted above for other ALPO observers and would therefore weight 
the actual time of dichotomy a bit later than April 2.4 and decrease the difference from 
prediction. 

Mr. Binder developed the method used in these reductions and assisted with the ana
lysis. His help in this regard is gratefully acknowledged, and observers are urged~ 
strongly to adopt this method of dichotomy date determination for both Venus and Mercury. 
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The method is described fully in reference 4 and in the Venus chapter of the forthcoming 
ALPO Observing Manual. Mr. Binder will also discuss it with some of his new observations 
in a future article in this journal. 

R. E. Grant made a special study of phase during the period When k varied from 0.48 
to 0.78 and plotted his observed phase estimates against predicted phase. Mr. Grant found 
a nearly linear differential Which varied from 0.03 at k = 0.48 to 0.07 at k = 0.78, where 
the differential is defined as theoretical phase minus observed phase. It is of interest 
to compare Mr. Grant's work with that of Mr. Binder in reference 5, Fig. 11, Whose phase 
curve in this range on k is based on some 40 individual observations. Mr. Binder found a 
distinctly non-linear phase differential and concluded that, apart from the contribution 
of the still-unsolved Schroeter Effect, the phase differential is caused by physiological 
effects leading to simple observational error as discussed in detail by him in his excel
lent paper. 

Terminator Irregularities 

The terminator of Venus sometimes presents an irregular appearance. These irregular
ities have been studied by a number of observers, and it is often C'Oncluded that the irregu
larities arise from contrast effects of the bright disk against the darker sky and of the 
sometimes-present dusky bands on the visible surface of the planet. Mr. A. W. Heath has con
tributed a set of drawings Which add credence to this point of view, and these are reprodu
ced in Figure 7. With different filters the appearance of the terminator varies aC'cording 
to the amount of contrast that the filter gives. We may inquire into the possibility that 
the effect is not really due to the color of the fi~ter so m~ch as to.the density of the f~l
ter. This problem with respect to phase has been d~scussed ~n an art~cle by the Recorder. 

Terminator irregularities were reported in four other cases during the 1963-4 even
ing apparition; and although this constitutes a very small per cent of the total observa
tions, the drawings are reproduced in Figure 8. In all cases, there were observations 
made within a few hours (and usually within an hour or less) by other observers at widely 
separated locations. In no case were the terminator irregularities confirmed by other ob
servers. Table III summarizes these data. 

Date 

Feb. 
Feb. 

Apr. 
Apr. 

2, 
27, 

6, 

Observer reporting 
terminator irregularity 

1964 A. B. Binder 
1964 J. Dragesco 

1964 M. Okada 
10, 1964 K. J. Delano 

Table III 

Observers reporting 
simultaneous obser
vations with no 
irregularity 

R. E. Grant 
R. E. Grant 
A. B. Binder 
A. B. Binder 
K. Brasch 
A. B. Binder 

Time difference 
between the 
"simultaneous" 
observations 

1 hr., 20 mins. 
6 hrs., 50 mins. 
7 hrs., 25 mins. 
5 hrs. 
1 hr. 
2 hrs., 10 mins. 

May 17, 1964 A. w. Heath~c A. B. Binder 5 hrs., 30 mins. 
K. J. Delano 5 hrs., 20 mins. 
c. 1. Ricker 6 hrs. 

*It should be noted that the irregularities reported by Heath are rather small, and 
the drawings by Delano on that date show some minute irregularities that may be due 
only to the drawing style. 

We may tentatively conclude from the high degree of negative confirmation of termina
tor irregularities in this apparition that the effect of an abnormal terminator is a con
trast effect which depends upon the seeing conditions, transparency, and the power-per
inch used at the telescope. There are doubtless other factors, such as dirt on ootics and 
so on, which enter into the contrast of the Venus image, making a quantitative study of 
this problem very difficult. 

When Venus has a phase value of k between about 0.8 and 0.2, many observers record 
that the limb opposite the terminator is the brightest portion of the planet. Physical 
observation3 of Venus with photometric equipment have been reviewed,? and it has been 
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shown that the bright limb band is almost certainly a contrast effect. Mr. Ricker has look
ed for the limb band with color filters and has noted that its appearance varies greatly 
with different color filters. This result appears to lend support to the idea of contrast 
effects, owing to the different densities of various color filters as noted in the section 
above on terminator irregularities. 

Many observers have noted that at times the limb band is so bright that there ap
pears to be a dark region parallel to the limb because of the great contrast between the 
limb and the inner parts of the disk. Binder drew this aspect on many occasions, as in Fig
ure 8a. The darkish bands approximately parallel to the limb and extending north-south in 
Figures 32b and 32c in Vol. 19, Nos. 7-8 and in Fig. Sc in this issue are also probably con
trast effects between the bright limb and the dimmer interior portions of the disk. 

Simultaneous Observations 

Many observers responded to the suggestion that a concentrated effort be made to se
cure as many simultaneous drawings as possible on the weekends by observers in different 
locations. The degree of correlation of simultaneous Venus drawings has been discussed by 
Hartmann in previous Venus Reports with the general result that correlation among such ob
servations is ordinarily very poor. The results for Venus are certainly poor compared with 
those for other planets in c. R. Chapman's Simultaneous Observing Program a few years ago; 
but the experiment is a logical one to continue in the course of our regular Venus programs, 
and the Recorder is grateful to those who made special efforts to obtain simultaneous ob
servations. This apparition of Venus was quite favorable for northern hemisphere observers; 
and on one night 5 observers made drawings, all within a period of a few hours. 

In many cases the agreement among simultaneous drawings was quite good -- better than 
one would be led to expect from Hartmar~'s reports, and it was felt that some quantitative 
way should be devised by which to represent the degree of correlation. A semi-satisfactory 
scheme has been contrived, but modification may become necessary in future detailed studies. 
vVhen two or more drawings were made within 12 hours of one another, they were regarded as 
simultaneous in time. The two which were most similar in the features shown and in the fea
tures reported on the blanks provided in the observing form were rated on a scale of 1-5, 
where 5 represents extremely close agreement and lower numbers correspondingly less agree
ment. Zero indicates no agreement at all. This scale is by nature ambiguous; but in order 
that some rough standard may be set, examples of sets of drawings showing different degrees 
of correlation are reproduced in Figures 9-14. These may be of use in further classifica
tion in future reports of the work of the Venus Section. Figures 9a and 9b are regarded as 
poorly correlated because one of the main features shown on one is not shown on the other. 
The correlation in Figures lOa and lOb is rated as fair. In Figures lla and llb the corre
lation is rated good, and in Figures 12a and 12b it is rated excellent. Correlation in 
Figures 13a-l3c and l4a-14d is also rated good. In many cases, two or more drawings would 
agree well; but one or two others made simultaneously would disagree greatly, and an appro
priate compensation was necessary. An example will show the way in which the correlation 
index (C) for simulataneous observations was computed. Assume that for a given date five 
drawings were available. Two drawings agree quite well and have a correlation rating of 3. 
One other drawing agrees with the first two, but not so well, and has a rating of 2. Two 
other drawings completely disagree with the first three and with themselves. The degree of 
correlation of the first three may be expressed as the sum of their ratings, 3 + 3 + 2 = 8. 
To compensate for the two drawings in disharmony, we divide the above sum by the number of 
drawings in disagreement plus one, or by 2 + l = 3. In order to give the entire index co~ 
puted above a weight commensurate with the total number of drawings tJoat it renresents, we 
multiply by the number of drawings, in this case 5. The complete correlation index is then 

C = 3 + 3 + 2 X 5 = 13.3 
2 + l 

All of the simultaneous observations made during this apparition were rated on their 
degree of correlation, and a correlation index was computed for each date for which the ob
servations were available. On 32 dates, two simultaneous drawings were available; on 8 
dates, three were made; on 3 dates, four were made; and on one date, five simultaneous draw
ings were made. Figure 15 shows a histogram of the frequency distribution of occurrence of 
val~es of the correlation index for all the dates when two observations were made. The to
tal number of dates, 32, used in compiling this graph is a statistically significant sample; 
and since Figure 15 is certainly not even approximately a Gaussian curve, we may conclude 
that an appreciable amount of correlation exists in these drawings. This lends significant 
support, perhaps the most significant yet to appear in ALPO records, to the reality of the 
markings seen. \Vhen two observers both reported a blank disk with no markings, the correla
tion index was taken to be 12, and this partly accounts for the peak in the histogram at the 
10-12 increment. 
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Figure 7. Drawings of Venus with and without color filters by Alan W. Heath. 
Note the terminator irregularity or "elbow" recorded with a red filter and 
with no filter. See also discussion in text of Mr. Cruikshank's article in 
this issue. 

Figures 16 and 17 show histograms for similar distributions for dates when there 
were three and four observations available, respectively. Neither of these diagrams con
tains a statisfically significant sample; but they are included here to show that a fairly 
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Figure 8a , Venus drawing with 
terminator irregularity. A. B. 
Binder. February 2, 1964. 4-
inch refl., l50X, Seeing 6. 
Transparency 4, Arrow shows 
position of irregularity, 

Figure Sc. Venus drawing with termin
ator irregularity . M. Okada, April 6, 
1964 . 10-inch refl., 27SX. Seeing 6. 
Transparency 3. 

Figure 8b, Venus drawing 
with terminator irregular
ity. J, Dragesco. Febru
ary 27, 1964. 7-inch refl., 
20lX, Seeing 4, 

--
Figure 8d, Venus 
drawing with term
inator irregularity. 
K. Delano. April 10, 
1964. S-inch refl., 
220X. Seeing 4. The 
reality of the term
inator irregularities 
drawn in Figures 8a, 
8b, 8c , and 8d is dis
cussed by Mr. Cruik
shank in his Venus 
Report in this issue, 

considerable degree of correlation exists, even when the "odds" are decreased by a larger 
number of observers contributing on a single date. In this connection it should be noted 
that on the single date when five observers made simultaneous reports, the correlation in
dex was 75! 

The Recorder hopes that observers will comment on the method of calculating the coP
relation index and perhaps offer suggestions as to how it may be improved. It will be in
teresting to compare the correlation studies in this report with those of other Venus app
aritions. 
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Figure 9a. Venus drawing by James C. Bart
lett, Jr. February 10, 1964. 22h55ffi, U.T. 
2.4-inch refr., 55X. Seeing 4. Transpar
ency 3. 
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Fieure lOa. Venus drawing by Harry D. 
Jamieson. April 25, 1964. oh35ffi, U.T. 10-
inch refl., 384X to 420X. Wratten 48A vio
let filter. Seeing 6-8. Transparency 5. 

Figure lla. Venus drawing by J. Dragesco. 
April 27, 1964.18h55m, U.T. 10-inch refl., 
202X. Yellow filter. Seeing 6. 
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Figure 9b. Venus drawing by A. B. Binder. 
February 11, 1964. oh55m, U.T. 4-inch refl., 
l50X and 300X. Seeing 7-8. Transparency 3. 
Drawings 9a and 9b are considered to be 
poorly correlated. 
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Figure lOb. Venus drawing by C. L. Ricker. 
April 26, 1964. 1h2orn, U.T. 6-inch refl., 
200X. Neutral filter. Seeing 8. Transparency 
6.5. The agreement between drawings lOa and 
lOb is considered fair. 
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Figure llb. Venus drawing by A. B. Binder. 
April 27, 1964. 1h5orn, U.T. 4-inch refl., 
150X. Seeing 5. Transparency 4. The corre
lation between drawings lla and llb is rated 
good. 
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~ ~ Phenomena 

Unusual appearances of the dark side of Venus near inferior conjunction were reported 
by Ricker, Anderson, and Haas. Because of the importance of the appearances of the dark 
side, each report will be dealt with individually. 

1. c. 1. Ricker, April 13, 1964, 00:15 UT, 6-inch reflector, 200X (neutral filter), 
seeing 8. The ashen light was seen but was ''very faint and elusive". It appeared brighter 
closer to the terminator. "••• if I had not been searching for the dark side, I would not 
have noticed it." There were three other observers reporting around this time, and their 
notes are of significance here. C. Anderson noted 4 hours and 15 minutes before Ricker's 
observation that the "dark side is not visible". K. Delano, observing 45 minutes earlier 
than Ricker with colored filters, reported no ashen light. A. Binder, observing 30 minutes 
later than Ricker, noted no ashen light. 

2. Ricker, April 26, 1964, 01:20 UT, 6-inch reflector, 200X (neutral filter), see
ing S. The ashen light was reported as barely visible only part of the time. It "was .n2:l;. 
visible with filter removed. Can only be described as a very dull glow. Not bright enough 
for color or intensity estimates." H. Jamieson observed Venus 40 minutes later and stated 
that there was "no ashen light seen". Note also Figures lOa and lOb. 

3. Ricker, May 11, 1964, 01:22 UT, 8-inch reflector, 233X, seeing 6. The ashen 
light was "almost certainly visible. Very dull glow. Somewhat yellow. More intense to
ward terminator. Not bright enough for intensity estimates." Binder observed 20 minutes 
later and made no mention of any ashen light appearance. 

4. Ricker, June 1, 1964, 01:30 UT, 8-inch reflector, 155X (neutral filter), seeing 
4. The ashen light was reported as "quite evi.dent. Very faint uniform glow over entire 
dark side." The intensity was recorded as 0.2. At this same time Mr. Ricker reported the 
light halo around the dark side as it is often seen very near inferior conjunction. Binder 
was observing 10 minutes earlier than Ricker and checked the box on the observing form in
dicating that no dark side phenomena were noted. 

5. c. Anderson, June 5, 1964, 17:00 UT, 6-inch reflector, l30X, seeing 4. Just in
side the crescent, the "dark side seemed definitely darker compared to the sky outside the 
crescent, but no visible difference at the dark limb" was noted. K. Delano observed 16 
hours and 30 minutes earlier and recorded "no ashen light". A. Binder observed 9 hours and 
10 minutes later and checked the box on the observing form indicating that no dark side 
phenomena were noted. w. Haas observed 8 hours later than Anderson, and noted that the 
''whole dark hemisphere is suspected, looking very slightly brighter than the sky." At this 
time Haas estimated k at 0.04. These observations were made with a 12.5-inch reflector at 
303X at 01:01 UT, wh~n the seeing was rated 2. Just over an hour later, at 02:14 UT, Haas 
confirmed his suspicion that the unilluminated hemisphere was slightly brighter than the 
background sky. 

6. W. Haas, June 7, 1964, 01:52 UT, 12.5-inch reflector, 303X, seeing 1. The dark 
hemisphere was noted as "extremely similar to the sky, but I sometimes suspect that it is 
very faintly present." Binder observed 50 minutes earlier and noted no dark side phenomena. 

Haas made many useful observations near inferior conjunction and reported that he 
suspected the presence of a dimly illuminated hemisphere on June 12, 13, 14, 15, and 17, all 
with his 12.5-inch reflector. On June 19, with an 8-inch reflector he suspected the dark 
hemisphere to be darker than the sky but noted that there.was a mottling of this hemisphere. 
The Recorder and W. K. Hartmann noted this mottled appearance in 1962 in very good condi
tions when the ashen light was very conspicuous, just two hours from the exact moment of in
ferior conjunction. This mottling is a striking phenomenon and bears further studies at ap
propriate times. 

A. Binder observed on June 12, as did also K. Delano; and neither noted any abnormal 
appearance of the dark side. Delano observed on June 17 and noted no abnonnal appearance. 

In summary it may be said that there are really no satisfactory confirmed appearances 
of the ashen light or associated dark side phenomena near this 1964 inferior conjunction, 
and this result is never surprising owing to the difficulty of these observations. The ap
pearance of phenomena of this sort involves the perception of contrast, tone, or color dif
ferences near th~ limits of the capabilities of the human eye. 
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Figure l2a. Venus drawing by C. Anderson. 
March 1, 1964. 22h44m, U.T. 6-inch refl., 
122X and 244X. Several different color 
filters. Seeing 4. Transparency 4. 

Figure 12b. Venus drawing by A. B. Binder. 
March 2, 1964. 1h1~, U.T. 4-inch refl., 150X. 
Seeing 7. Transparency 4. The correlation 
between drawings 12a and l2b is rated excel
lent. 
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Figure 13a. Venus drawing by 
C. 1. Ricker. April 5, 1964. 
0h3sm, U.T. 6-inch refl., 
200X. Neutral filter. Seeing 
7. Transparency 5. 
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Figure l4a. Venus drawing by 
Harry D. Jamieson. April 2, 
1964. Oh1om, U.T. 10-inch re
fl., 330X. Wratter W57 green 
filter. Seeing 5-7. Transpar
ency 5. 
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Figure 13b. Venus drawing by 
Klaus Brasch. April 4, 1964 • 
23hOM, U.T. 6-inch refr., 
250X. Seeing 2-4. Transpar
ency 5. 
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Figure 14b. Venus drawing by 
Klaus Brasch. April 2, 1964. 
oh10M, U.T. 8-inch refl., 
165X and 370X. Seeing 2-4. 
Transparency 3-4. 
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Figure 13c. Venus drawing by 
c. Anderson. April 5, 1964. oh 

. 14m, U.T. 6-inch refl., 300X. 
Seeing 5. Transparency 3. The 
agreement among drawings 13a, 
l3b, and 13c is rated good. 
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Figure l4c. Venus draw
ing by Kenneth J. Del
ano. April 1, 1964. 23h 
4orn, U.T. 8-inch refl., 
220X. Seeing 4. 



Extended Cusps and ~ ~ at Inferior Conjunction 

Several observers, particularly Haas and Binder, made observations up to the time of 
inferior conjunction and recorded the extended cusps and the light halo encircling the plan
et at phase angles near 180: Haas made auantitative estimates of the angular extent of the 
cusps and halo and these constitute useful data for determination of the height above the 
opaque cloud layer of the scattering layer in the Venus atmosphere causing the familiar cusp 
extension. It is intended to use the data acquired at this inferior conjunction with that 
from others, especially that of 1962, for a detailed study of cusp extensions and the height 
of the scattering layer. This study will appear at a later time. 

Photographs 

Photographs of Venus at this apparition were contributed by J. Dragesco and A. W. 
Heath. Many of these photographs are of high technical quality but do not show markings on 
the disk with certainty. Mr. Dragesco used a Wratten 36 filter (slightly deeper violet than 
the Wratten 47) with eyepiece projection on his 10-inch reflector. Mr. Heath used his 12-
inch reflector and eyepiece projection. Certain of Mr. Dragesco's photographs have faint 
indications of irregular dark regions, but these would not show up in reproductions and are 
therefore not included here. The Recorder encourages ambitious observers to supplement 
their records with photographs, especially when made with good telescopes and ultraviolet 
filters and films, in hopes of recording the elusive ultraviolet bands. 
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BOOK REVIE'Ii'S 

Galaxies, Nuclei, and Quasars, by Fred Hoyle, Harper and Row, 1965. 160 pages. 
$3.95. 

Reviewed by ~·lilliam 0. Roberts 

As late as 1920, our understanding of the nature of the universe was primitive in
deed. During the next fifteen years, certain nebulae were found to be galaxies like our own 
Milky ltJay; and the luminosity/red-shift relationship was established, pushing the limits of 
space to unprecedented distances. The new universe grew even more from the discoveries 
made with the 200-inch telescope on Palomar Hountain; and optical astronomy joined with ra
dio astronom;r to turn up some splendid prizes, such as quasi-stellar objects. Each discov
ery has provided cosmologists with additional information to guide them in their attempts 
to create a plausible concept of the universe. It has proved a frustrating task, each the
ory soon showing its weaknesses under test. Yet, as Fred Hoyle points out, we must make 
the effort or else we run the risk of impeding progress in the future. Professor Hoyle 
comes to this subject with interesting credentials, being one of the creators of the "steady
state" cosmology. 
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Figure 14d. Venus drawing by A. B. 
Binder. April 2, 1964. oh33m, U.T. 4-
inch refl., 150X. Seeing 3. Transpar
ency 4. The correlation among drawings 
14a, 14b, 14c, and 14d is rated good. 
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Figure 16. Frequency distribution of the correla
tion index for days when three simultaneous obser
vations of Venus were available. The number of in
dividual data is not statistically significant. 
Note also caption of Figure 15. 
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Figure 15. Frequency distribution of the correlation index for days when two simultaneous 
observations of Venus were available . The correlation index is on the horizontal scale, 
and the frequency (number of days) is on the vertical scale. See also discussion on pages 
158-160 of Hr. Cruikshank ' s Venus Report. 
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Figure 17. Frequency dis
tribution of the correla
tion index for days when 
four simultaneous observa
tions of Venus were made. 
The number of individual 
data is not statistically 
significant. See also cap
tion of Figure 15. 

His book is divided into six chapters. It commences with a discussion on EO-type 
galaxies and the failure of cosmologies to deal quantitatively with the problem of the ori
gin of galaxies. Chains of galaxies and the so-called colliding galaxies are considered. 
It is obvious that there is activity on a very large scale. In the next chapter, radio 
sources are taken up and are related, in many cases, to the galaxies just mentioned. For 
example, the classic EO, M B7, proves both to be a radio source and to have a jet streaming 
out of it. The sJrnchrotron process and quasi-stellar objects are brought in; the enormous 
energy release of quasars and radio-emitting EO's is stressed. Here a shift is made to the 
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chapter!~. GaJ!lllla ~. and~~· The energy requirements for maintaining radi
ation at its present levels is dealt with in relation to the sources just mentioned. It is 
suggested that open space may be pretty well filled with cosmic radiation. 

Chapter IV, The Steady-~ Cosmology, is concerned specifically with cosmologies, 
the problems involved in attempting to set up a new system, the merit5 of variou5 systems, 
and the effect of new data on existing systems. A key weakness of the steady-state concept 
lies in its failure to conform to actual counts of radio sources. lNhile it is possible to 
make it conform by modification, this approach was rejected in favor of a new system. 

!::. Radical Departure from the Steady-State Concept proposes a system which considers 
the universe in terms of the cluster of galaxies. Instead of the ''big-bang" or the "steady
state" situations, we now have a cosmology which involves numerous explosions of a moderate 
size. This theory appears to accommodate the findings of observational astronomy more log
ically than its predecessors. The quasar, EO, and chain are now obviously related to one an
other. An Outline of the History of Matter completes the work. It concerns the ''building 
of the simplest building-blocks, protons and electrons, into more complex atoms", complemen
ting the chapter on radiation. 

This is an exceedingly compact book when one considers the amount of material covered. 
It is quite suitable for the educated layman; the complexity of the subject calls for atten
tive reading and re-reading to grasp the abundant outpouring of ideas, yet Hoyle is seldom 
obscure. He has, for all his economy, an unhurried pace, and respect for his readers. Un
doubtably the new cosmology will also show flaws when new data are forthcoming. Until then, 
it appears to be the most interesting view of the universe that we have yet had. 

Atlas Eclipticalis, 1958, 32 charts 49x65 ems., approximately 175,000 stars, limiting 
magnitude= 9.0, with some stars to 10.0, decl. +30° to -30°, epoch 1950, $15.00; Atlas 
Borealis, 1962, 24 charts 47x63 ems., approximately 100,000 stars, limiting magnitude = 9.4, 
with some stars to 10.0, decl. +30° to +90°, epoch 1950, $12.50; Atlas Australis, 1964, 24 
charts 47x63 ems., approximately 100,000 stars, limiting magnitude = 9.4 with some stars to 
10.0, decl. -30° to -90°, epoch 1950, $12.50. Grid and key with each atlas. ~ Antonin 
Becvar. Publisher: Sky Publishing Corporation. 

Photographic Star~ I/II (Photographisches Sternatlas), 2nd edition 1963, 24 pp. 
+ 303 charts 2lx30 ems.+ grids, limiting magnitude 13.0, decl. -26° to +90°, epoch 1950, 
Edition A - Black on ~Jhite - $30.00, Edition B - VJhite on Black - $45.00; Photograuhic Star 
Atlas III, lst edition 1964, 16 pp. + 161 charts+ grids, limiting magnitude- 13, decl. 
-14° to -90°, epoch 1950, Edition A- $17.00, Edition B- $25.00. Also 12 special charts. 
~ Hans Vehrehberg. Publisher: Sky Publishing Corporation. 

Reviewed by Vlilliam 0. Roberts 

During the past centu~J or so, a great many star atlases have been prepared and pub
lished. Each has had its faults, ranging from cost to lack of full-sky coverage. Even the 
celebrated Bonner Durchmusterung, standby of the profession, suffers from several serious 
shortcomin~s, not the least of which has been that it has not always been available. Her
bert Luft tells of the distinguished astronomer, Cuno Hoffmeister, who prepared a hand-made 
copy for his own use shortly after 1:Jorld VJar I when there were none to be bought, copying 
out a half-million stars, one by one. 

Good charts have been particularly difficult to obtain for the south 60 desrees of 
declination; 1·mrks coverin~ this ree:ion have been few in number, and they have tended to go 
out of print rauidly. A result of the greater amount of astronomical activit~' in the north
ern heai.sphere, it has proven inconvenient to those interested in the southern sky. The 
amateur '.rith limited funds has been restricted in his selection, even when large-scale works 
were available; and today many would still hesitate to spend $125.00 on the B.D. It is the 
purpose of this review to discuss two contemporary atlases, one plotted, and one photograph
ic, each offering excellent full-sky cartography at attractive prices. 

In 1958, Atlas Eclipicalis came off the presses in Czechoslovakia, followed in the 
next fevr years by Atlas Borealis and Atlas Australis. Plotted on a scale of 20 mms. = 1°, 
this trilogy covers the entire sky to about mag. 9.4-10.0. A catalog is not provided. 
Yet it offers a number of other features which make it attractive. Six-color printing is 
employed to indicate spectral types. Optical and spectroscopic multiples are shown by easy
to-read symbols. Variables are similarly designated. Bayer letters, Flamsteed numbers,and 
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variable-star letters are provided, The material has been drawn from a number of recent 
standard catalogs, and the epoch is 1950. 

The charts are extremely valuable for rapid location of suitable comparison stars 
for color and brightness estimates, but lack precision when it comes to indicating magnitude, 
and should then be supplemented with a catalog such as Atlas Coeli II Katalog, which is 
quite satisfactory as dim as magnitude 6.25. Amateurs will find the charts valuable for 
preparing tracings of star fields in order to locate comets, variable stars, and minor plan
ets. The publisher suggests that occultation and photoelectric observers will find the uni
que cartography quite helpful. These atlases are bound and are designed to be used at a 
desk, rather than at a telescope; tracings can be prepared from them and brought to the in
strument. 

In the introduction to Photogranhic Star Atlas I/II, Dr. Hans Vehrenberg writes: "A 
few years a[o, when I was trying to find a photographic atlas of the Northern Heavens, suit
able for amateur astronomers, I was somewhat astonished to discover that no such thing was 
available, at least not in print, It has taken me more than two years to produce a work of 
this kind, in the course of which I took almost 1200 photographs. Now, as I look back, I am 
amazed that I managed to get m.v Star Atlas finished in this short period," 

Encourascd by the rece,-,tion of this work, he promptly went to South Africa to complete 
photor,raphy of the sky behreen declinations -26° and -90°, and the result appeared presently 
as Photocranhic Star Atlas III. 

Leif Robinson and Alan McClure have already discussed this project in reviews, and the 
following will be some\vhat repetitive. \Ve are concerned with the fact that we have a photo
graphic star atlas to limiting magnitude 13, of the entire sky, at a moderate price. It is 
in print and promises to be so for some time to come, In comparing the Becvar with the Veh
renberg, people have asked about the total number of stars in each work. The former offers 
about 375,000 stars; the latter, approximately 2, 700,000, The Vehrenberg plate scale is 15 
mms. = lo, and the epoch is 1950. The charts are unbound, measuring 2lx30 ems., convenient 
for use at the telescope. Being individually replaceable, the charts may be used for marking 
down observational data, Plate size is l0°xl0°, and one has a choice of black stars on a 
white field (Edition A), or white on black (Edition B), Consensus of opinion indicates that 
Edition A is preferable, both for legibility and for cost. 

The most damaging criticism that the visual observer can make is that these charts 
have been prepared from blue-sensitive plates, rather than from those resembling the spect
ral characteristics of the human eye, As a result, red stars show as much as two magnitudes 
loss in brightness, The transparent grids supplied with the early editions were crudely de
signed and printed, and some of mine were prone to smudging, A new design has eliminated 
these criticisms and is much easier to use with the charts, 

Certainly, this should be a useful supplementary work for variable star workers inter
ested in locating faint objects. Minor planet observers will find it interesting that care 
has been taken to remove incidental planetary and asteroidal images in the preparation of 
the printing plates, 

Acknowledgements are due to Herbert A, Luft, Leif J, Robinson, and Sky Publishing Cor
poration for their kindness in providing information requested for this report. 

LUNAR TRAHSIENT PHENOMENA: ! NEW ALPO PROGRAM 

By: Charles L, Ricker, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

During the past few years much has appeared in the popular literature about lunar 
transient phenomena. Up to now, attempts to stimulate interest among ALPO members in ob
serving the moon for this type of phenomena have been singularly unsuccessful. We feel 
that lagging interest on the part of the membership is the result of several factors: 

l. Hany amateurs feel that the moon is being thoroue'hly studied by government pro
fessionals, and that there is no furtlcer scope for amateur work. 

2, The feeling is that, in the face of lunar orbiters, and the prospect of men land
ins on the moon, there is no further need for earth-based studies, 

3. The often quoted fact that the "spectacular" phenomena observed at Lowell Observ
atory were not visible in the finders of the telescopes has led to the conclusion that such 
phenomena are not visible in modest intruments, 

4, The continual references in recent years in the popular literature that very large 
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amateur instruments are a "must" for serious studies of the moon has also caused loss of in
terest. 

In view of these factors, it is not surprising that interest among amateurs is at a 
very low ebb. After a careful search of the literature, and extensive private communica
tions with several acknowledged lunar experts, the writer has decided to try to reverse 
this trend in thinking by instigating a program in which ANY amateur may participate, and 
which, if carried on for a sufficient length of time, is capable of producing results that 
are not only valuable, but are not likely to be uncovered by professionals using their tech
niques, which are largely cartographic. One does not have to search very far in the liter
ature to see that lunar transient phenomena have been observed for many years by modestly 
equipped amateurs. The only thing is that, up until recently, no one believed them. It is 
doubtful that anyone informed on the subject would now deny that changes do occur on the 
moon that cannot be explained by angle of illumination alone. 

Generally, the new A.L.P.O. program will follow the methods pioneered many years ago 
by W. H. Pickering, and pursued in more recent years by Dr. James C. Bartlett, and a few 
others. The following areas have been selected for intensive study: Alphonsus, Aristar
chus, Eratosthenes, Herodotus, Kepler, and Messier-Pickering. Each observer will be pro
vided with forms including outlines of all areas to be studied. He is to observe these 
areas at every possible opportunity, under all conditions of solar lighting, and of libra
tion. The appropriate outline is then filled in, and any bright or dusky areas are noted. 
Intensity estimates are then made of these features on the usual scale (0, black shadow; 10, 
very brightest features). It will be very helpful if intensity estimates are also made us
ing complementary color filters. The important thing to remember is that we are NOT inter
ested in delicate details which can only be detected with large !nstruments under the best 
conditions, and therefore are very difficult to confirm. lfhat we are interested in is the 
aspect of the grosser features, with the aim of eventually detecting any possible anomalous 
behavior of these features which is not strictly a function of the angle of illumination. 

Of course, an experienced observer may wish to survey other areas for transient phen
omena. This is welcomed PROVIDED THAT he is thoroughly familiar with the areas. It would 
appear that the most fruitful time for this kind of survey is near the moon's perigee. 
This \~iter has a list of areas which have been suspected of variations, and will be hapgr 
to supply a copJ upon request. 

The advantages of this type of program are several: First, the chances are almost 
certain that subtle anomalous changes in these areas will be identified, and pinned down. 
Second, and perhaps as important, the observers will become so familiar with the areas that 
they should be able to detect immediately any sudden temporary phenomenon within the reach 
of their telescopes. Much more weight, therefore, will be placed on their reports, whether 
positive or negative. 

It can readily be seen that this work is well within the reach of very modestly equip
ped observers. In addition, it is a good opportunity for inexperienced observers to "get 
their feet wet" in lunar observing. This writer is very anxious to stimulate a wider inter
est in amateur lunar studies, and desires to help beginning observers in a~y way possible. 
Of course, we also want observations from more experienced observers in order to strike a 
balance, and to maintain some degree of control. In the end, the success of the program 
will be measured by the extent to which it enjoys enthusiastic participation. 

If you feel that a program of this kind is for you, 
will supple' further information, and send observing forms 
Of course, all participating observers will be given full 
ic section reports. Interested members may write me at: 
igan, 49855. 
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SOME R»!.ARY.S ON THE RECENr DARK STREAK ON JUPITER'S NORTH EQUATORIAL BELT 

By: Jos~ Olivarez 

The January 8, 1966 sketch of Jupiter (Figure 18) with this note shows a very dark 
streak on Jupiter's ~lliBn. I first saw this streak on this date with an S-inch reflector at 
l80X. The streak was exceedingly prominent and indeed was the darkest feature of the planet . 
Further observations of the streak on subseauent dates revealed that the streak occupied the 
latitude of the ~ffiBn , which was very faint preceding and following the streak . The NEBn was 
too faint to be seen in the 8-inch reflector. However, a detailed study of the streak with 
a 17- inch reflector on January 15, 1966 (U.T.) revealed the faint NEBn and the approximate 
maximum length of the streak. Central meridian transit timings shovred a length of 15 degrees. 

The streak was a remarkable feature in two ways . Firstly, its great nrominence at
tracted the immediate attention of tre observer when the streak •ras on the illuminated disc. 

Figure 18 . Drm<ing of Jupiter b;v Jos~ 
Olivarez. January 8, 1966 . 2h3 5m, U. T. 
8- inch r eflector, l50X. Seeing 7. Trans
parenc;v 5~ . C.M.]_ = 299~ C.M.2 = 294~ 
Note the long, dark streak preceding 
the C.M. in the latitude of the north 
ed~e of the North Eauatorial Belt. See 
also text. 

NEB 

2ts· ~.): rlc I EBn Str "ak 
( Tyne of 1935) 

Fi~re 19. Sketch of dark NEBn streak by 
Jose Olivarez . January 15 , 1966. 2h15m, U.T. 
17-inch reflector. Seeing 3. Transparency 5~. 
C.M.2 = 254•. Compare to Figure 18, a view 
with a smaller aperture seven da;vs earlier. 

Secondl;r, in n~' oplmon it was a remarkably exact dunlicate _of two long and very dark 
streaks that were observed in the latitude of the ~~Bn in 1938! The condition of the NEBn 
at the longitude of the streak was i dentical to that of the same component in 1938. This 
condition sur,gests that perhaps the condition that must exist before such a feature may ap
pear on the NEBn is that the component is exceedingly faint . Such were the conditions in 
1938, and such were the conditions in January of this year . Also, subsequent reports do 
not show the reappearance of the streaks after 1938. (Close students of the literature of 
Jupiter may wish to discuss this subject in more detail. -EditorJ 
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This feature shows that there are many "atmospheric systems" on Jupiter with "long
lived" properties that will repeat themselves if conditions are just right, The South Equa
torial Belt Disturbances are a shining and well known example of such a "system". 

Readers interested in the details concerning the remarkable long and dark NEBn streaks 
of 1938 should consult the "Thirty-First Report of the Jupiter Section for the Apparitions 
of 1937, 1938, and 1939-40", published as Volume 35, Part I, of the BAA Memoirs. Plates I, 
II, and III of the report show excellent views of the 1938 streaks as seen by BAA members. 
The 1938 NEB~ streaks had lengths of 19 and 20 degrees, Their rotation periods were 9h55m 
13s and 9h55 14s respectively. The mean rotation period of the North Tropical Current, 
which includes the North Tropical Zone and the north edge of the North Equatorial Belt, was 
9h55m13s, Apparently, the ~~Bn streaks of 1938 rotated normally with the North Tropical Cur
rent, According to the ALPO Jupiter Section, the drift of the recent dark streak was -14 de
grees per 30 days in System II. This drift rate corresponds to a rotation period of 9h55m 
22s, according to tables in Peek's The Planet Jupiter, 

A PRELIHINARY REPORT UPON THE 1965-66 SATURN APPARITION 

By: Thomas A, Cragg and Larry C. Bornhurst, A.L.P.O. Saturn Recorders 

This report is a brief outline of the 1965-66 apparition of the planet Saturn. A 
complete report will be published in the next issue of Str. A. The reason for a prelimin
a~J report at this time is to acknowledge the many reports that have been submitted during 
the past apparition of the Ringed Planet and to encourage more observers to participate in 
observing the current apparition. 

There has been a great deal of activity in the local area of southern California which 

Figure 20. Photograph of Saturn with the 
JPL Table Mountain Observatory 16-inch re
flector, September 23, 1965, 5h5oiD, U.T. 
Koda-X film. Exposure about 15 seconds. 

has kept both of the Saturn Recorders on 
the go most of the time. With the start 
of operations at the Ford Observatory and 
also with spending a great deal of time 
on the Argus-Astronet lunar observing 
program, the Recorders have been unable 
to give the Saturn Report its full share 
of attention, All of the reports so far 
received have been compiled, and some ob
vious conclusions can be drawn at this 
point. Several observers submitted mic
rometric measures of the most prominent 
features on the planet and associ ated 
ring system; however, there were not 
enough of this type of observations sub
mitted to be of any significant value, 
This result should not discourage any of 
the fellows who are doing this type of 
work but hopefully will motivate those 
members who do possess a micrometer to 
initiate a systematic observing orogram 
of their own. There were less observa
tions submitted to the Saturn Section 
during the 1965-66 apparition than norm
al; but this fact was no doubt due to 
several causes, among them a rather se

vere winter in the East, the occurrence of opposition later in the year, and the fact that 
t he ring system was approaching its edgewise aspect so that the planet was not quite so spec
tacular an object to observe as it normally is. There was also a paucity of observations of 
brightness or intensity estimates, This fact may have been due in part to the rather low 
ring inclination, which reduced the visible area of the reference ring system. Those obser
vers making brightness or intensity measures are again reminded that the use of filters with 
known transmission values is highly recommended. It is suggested that one employ the follow
ing readily available filters when making these observations-Wratten series #25a (red), #47 
(blue), and #57 (green), 

Of course, we cannot over-emphasize the need for observations of the Ringed Planet 
during the current apparition. This is one of those seldom presented opportunities to ob
serve the unilluminated side of the ring system, to observe the ring system edgewise, and to 
make brightness estimates of the satellites without having to make enormous and impossible 
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corrections for the illumination effects of the ring system. 

We do wish to take this opportunity to extend our thanks to those of you who did sub
mit reports to this Section during the last apparition, and we shall have a complete list of 
contributors in the next issue. 

Postscript :!2z the Editor. The front cover photograph and Figure 20 are Table Moun:. 
tain Observatory photographs of Saturn near the 1965 opposition. The original prints are in 
natural colors and are very attractive as well as being of excellent quality. The Equator
ial Zone north of the rings is a vivid yellow; the North Equatorial Belt and the South Equa
torial Belt are brown. Unfortunately, only black-and-white publication appears practical 
here. Whatever the cause or explanation, these photographs appear to show the curious '~i
colored aspect" of the rings remarked by some visual observers during the last few years, ac
cording to which the east and west arms of the rings differ in brightness in views with color 
filters. 

OBSERVATIONS OF THE PLANET JUPITER DURING.:!:@ APPARITION OF A.D. 1965-1966 

By: the Reverend Richard G. Hodgson 

roreword :!2z Editor. It may appear to some that the following article should not or
dinarily appear as a separate report. However, it is current and treats recent observations; 
and we are too well aware how tardy reports on Jupiter apparitions have become. Of yet gre
ater importance, we think that Reverend Hodgson's simple account may encourage those of our 
members having very small telescopes to make the most of what they have, even in unfavorable 
city locations. Using small instruments well can prepare us to use larger ones still better 
at a later time.] 

This report covers observations of Jupiter and its satellites made by the writer dur
ing the apparition of A.D. 1965-1966. All observations were made with a 2.4" (6o mm.) aper
ture Unitron altazimuth refractor, usually from the writer's second story porch at 501 Park 
Avenue, East Orange, New Jersey, U.S.A. Because of city buildings, Jupiter was visible for 
only about 2~ hours a night from this location, at which time the planet was placed in the 
eastern sky, prior to attaining its meridian culmination. 

Having had considerable experience earlier with a 4" Unitron equatorial refractor and 
a 12~" Cave Newtonian reflector before moving to the city, the writer doubted that a 2.4" re
fractor would be of much value in observing Jupiter; but this was not the case. An observing 
program was worked out to make the most of the limited time and aperture, involving timing 
central meridian (C.M.) transits of the great Red Spot (R.S.), and eclipse disappearances of 
the satellites. Later, when it was discovered that spots on Jupiter's North Equatorial Belt 
(N.E.B.) could be seen, the program was expanded to include these. Observing was carried 
out from 1965 August to 1966 January, after which time Jupiter was no longer visible from 
the porch. 

How accurate are C.M. transit timings when made with a 2.4" refractor? This is an im
portant question. Fortunately the writer had an opportunity to make an objective test by 
timing a C.M. transit of a satellite shadow. Without any foreknowledge on his part, this ob
server found a satellite shadow in transit on 1965 August 31, and recorded it on the C.M. be
tween Shlom and Sh13m (U.T.). The former time was the one when it was first judged to be on 
the C.M.; the latter, when it was last so judged. Consultation with The American Ephemeris 
later showed the shadow to be that of Ganymede (Jupiter III), whose predicted ingress on the 
disc was for 6h52m and egress for 9h2gm U.T. Thus the mid-point of the transit of the sha
dow would be gh1om. Assuming that The American Ephemeris predictions are correct, the mean 
error by the observer using a 2.4" refractor was 1! minutes. An error of this extent is 
quite common with much larger instruments, and probably involves the observer's "personal 
equation." 

(unfortunately, Reverend Hodgson errs in taking the midtime as that of the shadow C.M. 
transit. The proper mathematical development may be found in Appendix II, pp. 272-273, of 
B. M. Peek's ~ ~ Jupiter. The formula there enables us to compute that the transit 
of the shadow of III on August 31, 1965 occurred at gh23m, U.T. The shadow was hence obser
ved on the C.M. about ll~ minutes too early, a time discrepancy which is certainly large but 
by no means unprecedented. -Editor.] 

Another similar opportunity for an objective test, this time with what proved to be 
the shadow of Io, presented itself on 1966 January 4; but unfortunately the observer was cal
led to the telephone to counsel a parishioner with a problem, and the C .M. transit of the 
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shadow was not observed. 

The writer hopes for future opportunities to time the C.M. transits of satellite sha-
dows, but the observation of 1965 August 31 may give evidence that some reliable work can 
be done with a 2.4" refractor. 

The following transit observations of surface features were madet 

No. Date & Time (U.T.2 Ob,ject Q! Remarks 

1 Aug. 24, 7~<nt center of Red Spot 2l"(Il) 
2 Aug. 31, 7 ~4 c. of R.S. 23"(II) 
3 Sept. 17, 6 55'11 c. of R.s. 2l"(Il) 
4 Sept. 29, 6h5tJ1 c. of R.S. 22~4(II) 
5 Oct. 4, 5hf:5m c. of R.S. 19~4(II) Difficult 
6 Oct. 19, 3 l?ffi c. of R.S. 18~6(II) Difficult 
7 Oct. 31, 2h56m prec. edge of R.s. lO"(II) Difficult 
8 Oct. 31, 3hl3f' c. of R.S. 20~5(II) 
9 Oct. 31, t23 fol. edge of R.S. 26nCn) Difficult 

10 Nov. 2, 4 5ill c. of R.S. 20~8(II) 
11 Nov. 5, 2h2lm c. of R.S. 20~6(II) 
12 Nov. 7, 3~4gm prec. edge of R.S. l4~0(II) 
13 Nov. 7, 3 67ffi c. of R.S. 19~4(II) 
14 Nov. 10, 2 43m c. of dark spot on 

3h3om 
s. edge of NEB 340~3(1) 

15 Nov. 10, c. of grey spot on 
s. edge of NEB 8~9(1) 

16 Nov. 30, oh3om grey proj. on s. 

30, 1ho7m 
edge of NEB 179~8(1) 

17 Nov. grey spot on s. 

lh25m 
edge of NEB 202~3(1) 

18 Nov. 30, bay in s. edge 
of NEB 213n(r) Difficult 

19 Nov. 30, lh5lm dark proj. on s. 

oh2tn 
edge of NEB 229~2(1) 

20 Dec. 1, dark spot on s • 

1hoom 
edge of NEB 332~9(1) 

21 Dec. 1, dark spot middle 

lhl~ 
to northern NEB 282• (II) 

22 Dec. 1, grey proj. on s. 

1h4om 
edge of NEB 7~7(1) 

23 Dec. 1, bay in s. edge 
of NEB 20~5(1) Difficult 

24 Dec. 1, 1h58m grey proj. on s. 

c}:l4om 
edge of NEB 31:5(1) 

25 Dec. 2, grey proj. on s. 

c}:loom 
edge of NEB 142" (I) 

26 Dec. 10, dark proj. on s. 

oh57m 
edge of NEB 301:9(1) 

27 Dec. 10, grey proj. on s. 

c}:l44m 
edge of NEB 336~6(1) 

28 Dec. 11, dark spot on s. 
edge of NEB 125~9(1) Difficult 

29 Dec. 11, lh38m dark proj. on s. 
edge of NEB 158~8(1) 

30 Dec. 11, lh44m prec. edge of R.S. l2~7(II) 
31 Dec. 11, lh5zY1 c. of R.S. 17~2(II) 
32 Jan. 4, 22h02m dark spot on s. 

23h17m 
edge of NEB 18~5(1) 

33 Jan. 4, dark proj. on s. 

23h34m 
edge of NEB 64~2(1) 

34 Jan. 4, bay in s. edge 
of NEB 74~6(!) 

Note: Longitudes of the C.M. should be rounded off to the nearest degree; those 
given to a tenth of a degree are over-precise, considering the equipment and visual method 
used. Those observations designated "difficult" were made under adverse circumstances, and 
are perhaps less accurate than those not so designated. 
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According to The Journal of the British Astronomical Association, 1965 June (vol. 75, 
no. 4), p. 212, and The British Astrono;;;rcar-Association Circular, no. 468, of 1965 July 7, 
p. 2, discrepancies haVe recently been noted between predicted and observed times for the 
phenomena of Jupiter's satellites. During the apparition of A.D. 1965-1966 this observer 
determined to make careful timings of satellite eclipse disappearances, phenomena which in
volve the least uncertainty with a small telescope. 
Two such observations were made: 

(1) On A.D. 1965 August 31, satellite Io (I) disappeared at 3h33moos U.T. into Jupi
ter's shadow. ~ American Ephemeris predicted 3h33m. Thus on this occasion no discrepancy 
was found. 

(2) On A.D. 1965 November 10, satellite Io (I) disappeared at 3h3zm4os U.T. into Ju
piter's shadow. The American Ephemeris predicted 3h33m. Again predicted and observed times 
were in good agreement. 

A larger telescope would not have lost sight of Io on these occasions auite as soon, 
but the difference of a number of seconds in such a case would not alter the good agreement 
between predicted and observed times of eclipse disappearance for Io. 

THE 14TH CONVENTION OF THE ASSOCIATION OF ~ AND PLANETARY OBSERVERS 

By: Charles A. Wood 

All interested amateur astronomers are invited to attend the 14th convention of the 
ALPO, to be held in Tucson, Arizona on August 26-28, 1966. The meetin~ will be at the 
Steward Observatory on the University of Arizona campus with the Observatory and the Tuc
son Astronomical and Astronautical Association as hosts. 

In addition to the events listed in the schedule below there will be the always in
teresting exhibit of drawings and photographs by ALPO members. Ewen 1Nhitaker will display 
his large collection of old, infreauently seen lunar maps; and Dr. Elizabeth Roemer will 
give a special lecture on comets. There will be an informal tour for women on Saturday, 
August 27, to some distinctively Southwestern shops in Tucson. 

The modern, air-conditioned Kaibab-Huachuca dormitory will provide sleeping quarters 
for $2.00 per night, per person, double occupancy, from August 25 through the morning of 
August 29. These accommodations are suitable for couples, and arrangements can be made for 
children. Inexpensive food will be available at University cafeterias. Three dollars a 
day should cover the cost of meals. There will be no formal banquet; but on Saturday even
ing hopefully everyone will eat together, and there will be a Stump the Experts discussion 
and question period. This activity is a panel discussion by ALPO "experts" of questions 
from the audience. It is not too early to start thinking of perplexing questions. 

The scenic trips to Kitt Peak and the Catalina Mtns. will be made on University buses. 
The transportation cost for both trips (about 190 miles) will be about $3.00. Bring a 
sweater; for although it is rather sunny in Tucson, the evenings in the Catalinas are some
times chilly. 

If you fly to Tucson, there is an airport limousine service to the University for 
about $2.50. Taxis are about twice that. If you drive into Tucson via Interstate 10, take 
the Speedway exit and go east for approximately 2 miles. Turn south (right) onto Park Ave., 
and go 4 blocks to 4th St. Turn west (right). Kaibab-Huachuca is the large red brick (are
n't they all) building on the left. If you get lost call 623-6324. 

It would be helpful in planning accommodations if amateurs who plan to attend the 
convention would send the writer a postcard to that effect. 

Inquiries can be sent to: Charles A. Wood 
1304 E. 7th St. 
Tucson, Arizona 85719 

Exhibit material should be sent to Dennis Milan, Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, Uni
versity of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona. Drawings, photographs, and charts of suitable quality 
are always of interest to your fellow amateurs. We should like to have a larger number of 
contributors than at our Milwaukee meeting last year. As usual, material used in the exhi
bit is later returned to its owner. 

The A.L.P.O. program of papers is s_lowly beginning to take shape (as of June 28, 1966). 
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About ten papers have so far been definitely promised; one complete manuscript and several 
abstracts are on hand. Among the papers are a discussion of the future quest for life on 
Mars by Joel Goodman, a discussion of lunar and planetary photography with small apertures 
by Tom Pope, an interpretation of Mersenius as a major crater of plutonic origin by Ken
neth Delano, and some suggestions for studies of the brightness of Aristarchus on the earth
shine by John Westfall. 

All A.L.P.O. papers--i.e., ones not by LPL staff members--should be sent to Walter H. 
Haas, Box AZ, University Park, New Mexico. It will be necessary to finalize the program by 
about the middle of August. 

The tentative schedule is given below. The times are by Mountain Standard Time. 

Thursday - August 25: 

3:00 to 10:00 P.M. Registration at Kaibab-Huachuca Dormitory 

Friday - August 26: 

8:00 to 11:00 A.M. 
9:30 to 11:30 A.M. 
1:00 to 5:00 P.M. 

8:00 to ? P.M. 
8:00 to 11:00 P.M. 

Saturday - August 27: 

8:30 to 9.30 A.M. 
9:30 to 12:00 A.M. 
1:30 to 5:30 P.M. 
6:30 to 7:30 P.M. 
8:00 to 11:00 P.M. 

Sunday - August 28: 

S:30 to 12:00 A.M. 
1:30 to 4:00 P.M. 

6:00 to 11:00 P.M. 

Registration at Steward Observatory 
Welcoming speeches and lecture by E. A. Whitaker 
Field trip to observatories of Kitt Peak National Observatory 
and Steward Observatory at Kitt Peak 
ALPO business meeting. 
Informal observing with the Steward Observatory 21-inch teles
cope. 

Tour Kitt Peak Optical Shop (150-inch mirror) 
ALPO paper session, group photograph 

ALPO paper session 
STUMP THE EXPERTS panel discussion and questions 
Open house at the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory and informal 
observing with the Steward Observatory 21-inch telescope 

ALPO paper session 
Paper session for two to four lectures concerning professional 
planetary studies in progress at the Lunar and Planetary Labora
tory 
Field trip to Lunar and Planetary Laboratory observing sites 
atop 8250 ft. Santa Catalina Mtns. Observing with 61-inch 
telescope. 

ANNOUNCEt.rENT S 

2!£ Codes lleeded. It is expected that the use of zip codes on third class mail with
in the United States may become mandator:',' before many months are past. Therefore, if Am
erican subscribers would cherk to see whether their zip code was used on the mailing enve
lope containing this issue and would send us their zip code if it is not there present, 
this assistance would be very rrruch appreciated. Hany members fail to cive their zip code 
vihen first subscri,bine or when renewinr:;, and \>'e have no paid staff to make the necessary 
rather tedious search through the proper government publication. 

A.L.P.O. Staff Changes. lt.r. Klaus R. Brasch, our Mars Recorder, now has the follow-
ing address: 170 Second Ave., Apt. 6 

Ottawa l, Ontario, Canada 

We have appointed as a new Lunar Recorder a man long a frequent contributor to A.L.
P.O. projects, namely: Charles L. Ricker 

403 W. Park St. 
Marquette, Michigan 49855 

Mr. Ricker plans to direct two major lunar programs; these are: 

l. A search for "lunar transient phenomena" which he describes on pages 167-169 of 
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this issue. In part it is to pursue the methods utilized by J. C. Bartlett in recent years 
and will stress intensive coverage of a few lunar features of unusual interest with which 
the observer is to become thoroughly familiar. Casual searches of areas poorly known to 
the observer must be of limited value. 

2. A search for "steep places" on the moon, a program described by Dr. Joseph Ash
brook in Str. A., Vol. 17, Nos. 7-8, pp. 136-137, 1963. Mr. Ricker will have available re
port forms for systematic observations of "steep places". 

Mr. Ricker will be very glad to correspond with persons wanting to take part in eith
er of these two lunar programs. 

Corrections to ~eport on 1964-5 Apparition of Saturn. Mr. Kenneth Schneller in a 
letter of June 3, 196 clarified the reference in Str. A., Vol. 19, Nos. 5-6, pg. 102 to 
his micrometric measures of the dimensions of the rings of Saturn as follows: "The column 
titled 'Number of Measures' refers not to the number of single measurements made, but ap
parently refers to numbers appearing in the raw micrometer measurement data that were later 
reduced to obtain the respective values of 'R'. These ring dimensions were obtained on 2 
Sept., 1964, 2:55-3:25, U.T. R = 1.000 refers to the equatorial radius of the ball." 

Sustaining~~ Sponsors. As of June 30, 1966, we have in these two groups: 

Sponsors - William 0. Roberts, David P. Barcroft, Grace A. Fox, Philip and Virginia 
Glaser, John E. Westfall, Joel w. Goodman, the National Amateur Astronomers, Inc., James Q. 
Gant, Jr., David and Carolyn Meisel, Ken Thomson, Kenneth J. Delano, Richard E. Wend, and 
Phillip w. Budine. 

Sustaining Members -Sky Publishing Corporation, Charles F. Capen, Craig L. Johnson, 
Geoffrey Gaherty, Jr., Dale P. Cruikshank, Charles L. Ricker, James w. Young, Alan McClure, 
Elmer J. Reese, George E. Wedge, Carl A. Anderson, Gordon D. Hall, Michael McCants, Ernst 
E. Both, Harry D. Jamieson, William K. Hartmann, Ralph Scott, A. W. Mount, Charles B. Owens, 
Joseph P. Vitous, Jiromlf George Snyder, John E. Wilder, Clark R. Chapman, Roger A. Cole, A. 
K. Parizek, B. Traucki, Emil P. Uhor, Charles H. Giffen, Frederick W. Jaeger, Klaus R. 
Brasch, P. K. Sartory, Nicholas Waitkus, and Patrick S. Mcintosh. 

Sustaining Members pay dues of $10 per year; Sponsors, $25 per year. The surplus 
above the regular rate is used to support the work and activities of the A.L.P.O. 

Ranger VII ~ Photographs. \ve have been very gratified to receive from NASA the 
three published volumes of Ranger VII Photographs of the Moon, namely Part I: Camera "A" 
Series, Part II: Camera "B" Series, and Part III: Camera "P" Series. We acknowledge with 
many thanks this excellent gift. These books of photographs may be borrowed by A.L.P.O. 
members doing lunar research in which the Ranger VII photographs would be helpful. We de
sire them to be used as widely as possible by our membership. 

And incidentally, don't forget Mr. Westfall's A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library, in
cluding the Mariner IV frames. 

~ AND PLANETARY PROSPECTS, AUGUST-SEPTEMBER, 1966 

~: Walter H. Haas 

Mercury. This planet was at inferior conjunction on July 28, 1966. It will reach 
greatest elongation west, 19 degrees from the sun, on August 16, will be at superior con
junction on September 10, and will be at greatest elongation east, 24 degrees from the sun, 
on October 26. The August morning apparition will be a favorable one for observers in the 
earth's northern hemisphere. The following September-October evening apparition will find 
the planet poorly placed for such observers. A.L.P.O. observers are again invited to at
tempt to verify optically the new 59-day period of rotation. It is still the Editor's opin
ion that the best method here is to observe Mercury carefully on as many consecutive dates 
as possible and that three to five days of observing under relatively good conditions ought 
to reveal the rotational shifts of the features on Mercury if the 59-day period is correct. 
Careful observations of the phase near greatest elongation are also recommended. 

Venus. This planet will be a Morning Star on the far side of its orbit during August 
and September. The value of K, the illuminated portion of the disc, will increase from 
0.898 on August 3 to 0.981 on September 27. Thus conditions for telescopic observations 
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will be poor. Superior conjunction occurs on November 9. The angular diameter of Venus 
will decrease from 1194 on August 1 to 10'0 on September 30. Readers may find ideas for 
studying this planet in Mr. Cruikshank's Venus Report in this issue and the previous one. 

Mars. Since conjunction with the sun occurred on April 29, 1966, the Red Planet will 
be an inconspicuous object rising not long before the sun during August and September. In 
addition, the tilt of the ecliptic to the horizon will be unfavorable for northern hemis
phere observers. On October 2 the angular diameter is still only 4'30. The vernal equinox 
of the northern hemisphere occurs on July 31. The period of rapid melting of the north po
lar cap follows this event, and possessors of large telescopes might be able to obtain some 
worthwhile observations of the size of the cap. The central meridian of longitude of Mars 
is 165• at 0 hours, Universal Time, on October 2, from which approximate values on other ad
jacent dates can be extrapolated. 

Jupiter. The Giant Planet was at conjunction on July 5. It will hence rise soon be
fore the sun in August and will be much better placed in the morning sky in September. 
Our coverage of the early months of an apparition is always scanty, and observers able to 
watch the planet in the last hours of the night are urged to do so. It is valuable to re
cover such features as the Red Spot and the long-lasting South Temperate Zone ovals as 
soon as possible after conjunction. The Red Spot may be expected to lie near longitude 25" 
(System II). 

~· The months of August and September will find the Ringed Planet well placed 
in the sky during the present edgewise presentation of the rings to both the earth and the 
sun. The planet will reach opposition on September 19. The geometry of the current edge
wise presentation was described by Thomas Cragg and Larry Bornhurst, our Saturn Recorders, 
in Vol. 19, Nos. 5-6, pp. 73-75. The sun has been illuminating the south side of the rings 
since June 15, 1966. The earth will also be on the south side of the rings during August 
and September, but its Saturnicentric latitude will decrease numerically from -2~71 on Aug
ust 3 to -0~76 on October 2. Thus the rings will be growing narrower and narrower, and on 
October 29 they will be on edge as the earth passes through their plane from south to north. 
The rings will be very dim under slanting solar illumination; the Saturnicentric latitude 
of the sun will increase numerically from -0~72 on August 3 to -1~61 on October 2. It will 
be interesting to look for detail on the almost-edgewise rings, e.g., the gap between the 
rings and the ball, the Crape Ring, and Cassini's Division. Careful searches should be 
made for evidence of Ring D, the possible dusky ring exterior to Ring A, and for any other 
anomalous phenomena. 

The Saturnian satellites now exhibit the same phenomena as the Jovian ones, namely, 
transits, shadow transits, eclipses, and occultations. Eclipses of one satellite by the 
shadow of another occasionally occur. Of course, the easiest phenomena to observe with 
small apertures are those involving Titan, the largest satellite. Predictions of Saturn
ian satellite phenomena appear in the 1966 Handbook of the British Astronomical Association. 
Unexpected sights may sometimes delight the observer:- on-June 24 near 16h5om, U.T., the 
writer saw Titan barely a second of arc off the north limb of Saturn. 

The dimness and narrowness of the rings also encourages photometry of the satellites. 
Interested observers would do well to correspond with our Saturn Recorders about methods 
and objectives. 

Uranus. Being in conjunction on September 13, this planet is hardly observable dur
ing the months being considered. 

Neptune. This distant planet is well placed in the evening sky, conjunction not oc
curing until November 14. Its angular diameter is 2'4· The position in the sky is as fol
lows: 

Date Right Ascension Declination 

1966, August 16 15h1om 1s -15" 55' 
August 31 15 10 43 -15 59 
September 15 15 ll 52 -16 4 
September 30 15 13 25 -16 11 

Moon. With "lunar transient phenomena" still on our minds, we note that the Aristar
chus-Herodotus region is illuminated from August 27 to September 11 and from September 26 
to October 11. Alphonsus is in sunlight from August 24 to September 7 and from September 
22 to October 7. It may also be pertinent to mention that the moon is at perigee on August 
17 and September 14 and at apogee on August 31 and September 28. Another kind of study is 
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suggested by the variations which Larry Bornhurst and others have found in the brightness 
of Aristarchus by earthshine. New Moon falls on August 16 and September 14. Studies of 
features on the earthshine must presumably be made within about five days of these dates. 
In the middle northern latitudes in August and September the conditions for observing the 
earthlit moon are much more favorable in the morning sky before New Moon than in the even
ing sky after New Moon, when the crescent will be very low by the time that the sky is 
dark. 

Reverend Kenneth J. Delano, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder in charge of the Lunar Dome Sur
vey, has supplied the following schedule for observing certain lunar domes under favorable 
solar lightings. The dates are double dates in local civil time; August 5/6, for example, 
is the "night" which begins on August 5 and ends on August 6. The quantities xi and eta 
are the usual rectangular coordinates. In the "Remarks" column east and west are in the 
new IAU sense, where ~ is the hemisphere of the Mare Nubium and the Oceanus Procellarum. 

Some Favorably Positioned Domes 
in August & September, 1966 

Dome 
Night xi eta Long. Lat. Remarks 

Aug.5/6 +519+186 +31"42' +10"44' One of several N. of Sinas 
6/7 +363+130 +20 48 +07 30 One of 4 north of Arago 
6/7 +339+107 +19 56 +06 09 W. of Arago 
9/10 -301-233 -18 02 -13 32 A 40 mile-diameter dome SW of Guerick{ 

10/ll -496-062 -29 48 -03 34 One of two domes SW of Lansberg 
10/ll -502+227 -31 02 +13 00 One of many SW of T. Mayer 
ll/12 -6ll+451 -43 13 +26 50 N. of Prinz 
12/13 -643+651 -57 55 +40 38 R'illnker 
20/21 +593+131 +36 44 +07 32 S. of Cauchy 
20/21 +568+244 +35 08 +14 07 W. of Lyell 
22/23 +183+348 +11 ll +20 24 NW of Sulpicius Gallus 
22/23 +160+510 +10 30 +30 42 NW of Linn~ 
24/25 -218+047 -12 34 +02 43 SW of Gambart B 
24/25 -247+013 -14 19 +00 47 One of 3 east of Gambart 
25/26 -366-453 -24 14 -26 57 W. of Kies 
27/28 -717+345 -49 49 +20 13 s. of Herodotus 
28/29 -885+046 -62 21 +02 40 One of 3 E. of Hevelius 

Sept.3/4 +615+126 +38 19 +07 14 S. of Cauchy 
3/4 +593+131 +36 44 +07 32 s. of Cauchy 
5/6 +183+348 +11 ll +20 24 NW of Sulpicius Gallus 
7/8 +212+049 -12 19 +02 51 SW of Gambart B 
8/9 -366-453 -24 14 -26 57 w. of Kies 
9/10 -514+477 -35 56 +28 30 SW of Delisle 

17/18 +777-318 +55 03 -18 35 w. of Vendelinus 
20/21 +269+300 +16 33 +17 29 N. of Menelaus 
24/25 -510+175 -31 00 +10 15 W. of Milichius 
24/25 -528+220 -32 46 +12 43 One of many SW of T. Mayer 
25/26 -620+452 -44 03 +26 54 One of 3 N. of Prinz 

OBSERVATIONS~ COMMENTS 

Spiral~~· An apparent spiral structure of the bright walls of many lunar 
craters was the subject of a paper given at the 1965 A.L.P.O. Convention by Mr. Alan W. 
Heath. Examples are shown in the lunar photographs reproduced as Figures 21 and 22. The 
spiral structure reveals itself under high solar lighting and remains visible over a large 
range of colongitude. Mr. Heath suggests that a study of spiral craters might have a defin
ite bearing on the question of the origin of lunar craters, as well as of the bright rays. 

An Observation Ef. the Shadow of Umbriel, .e_ Satellite Ef. ~· In Vol. 19, Nos. 5-6, 
PP• BS-89 of this journal, we carried predictions by Mr. Craig L. Johnson of transits of the 
shadows of the satellites of Uranus. In a letter dated June 27, 1966 Mr. Thomas Cragg wrote 
in pa,rt as follows: "On May 7 (U.T.) Dr. Olin Wilson and I observed Uranus visually at the 
Coud~ focus of the [Mount Wilson] 100" and were ~ able to perceive (although only suspec
ted but by both at the same place on the disk} a faint dark belt across the planet's equa
tor parallel to a line joining the satellites, and ~ ~ ~ Ef. Umbriell... I assure 
you, the shadow of Umbriel would not have been seen in the 100" had the seeing not been very 
good that night." 
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Figure 21. Table Hountain Observatory photograph of Janssen-Piccolomini region 
on moon. 16-inch Cassegrain, 315 inches e.f.l. March 19, 1964. 3h42m, U.T. 
Colongitude = 336~7. This photograph available in the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph 
Library. Photograph shows samples of an apparent spiral structure of bright 
crater walls. No. 1 is a feature south of Fracastor; No. 2 is Fabricius. Lunar 
south at top; lunar west (IAU sense) at right. 

On another night Hr. Cragg looked in vain for the shadow of Ariel at the Newtonian 
focus of the 100", but there is a question as to whether the shadow was still on the disc 
of Uranus when observation began. Poorer seeing than on May 7 and the use of a 58" dia
phragm (employed by the regular observer for star cluster photographic photometry) may also 
have contributed to lack of success. 
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Figure 22. Table Mountain Observatory photograph of Mare Fecunditatis near full 
moon . 16-inch Casseerain . April 27, 1964. About 7h3om, U.T. Colongitude about 
94•. This photograph available in the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library. Photo
graph shows samples of an apparent spiral stucture of bright crater walls. No. 1 
is Goclenius; No. 2 is Gutenberg; No. 3 is Hagelhaens. Lunar east (!AU sense) at 
top; lunar south at right. 

-l:-lHHHf 

Recent Observations of the Rings of ~· In the same letter Mr. Cragg describes 
some of his personal work on the rings of Saturn in recent months, as follows: 

"1. I never saw the rings off the ball any time during the dark side presentation. 
(The earth and the sun were on oppcsite sides of the plane of the rings from April 2 to 
June 15.] 
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"2. The obvious dark band crossing the ball close to the equator was the projection 
of the rings and not its shadow! I say this since the width of this dark band definitely 
increased during May and early June. A.E.N.A. shows the ring inclination to be increasing 
during that time while the width of any shadow was decreasing. 

"3. I was surprised not to~ the rings again on June 16 (U.T.) shortly after the 
Earth and Sun were on the same side of the rings. [ Mr. Cragg probably observed about 16-18 
hours after the sun passed~the south side of the plane of the rings.] 

"4. At no time was I aware of any evidence of extra-planar ring particles, which 
should not have-been-seriously affected by the low ring angle. 

"5. Although now we have sunlight on 'our side' of the rings, they are still very 
dull indeed; the only detail I've seen is a slightly brighter very narrow strip near where 
Cassini's should be." 
Figure 23 (rt.). Some draw
ings of Mars in 1965 by C.F. 
Capen, Table J.!tn. Observatory. 
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